A PLACE OF FREE
LIVING & TRANQUILITY

Fostering and maintaining peace of mind is essential to our well-being, but mastering relaxation is
often challenging. The goal is to keep the body and mind calm and to manage stressful situations as
and when they arise. Your immediate environment can play a significant part in how you cope with
everyday and long-term challenges.
Lombardy Estate & Health Spa is a serene sanctuary that exudes
a distinct calmness. Within its protected boundaries, residents can
freely and safely indulge their appetite for outdoor living and revel
in all its priceless benefits. Taking a break from electronic devices
and spending more time in nature can calm the mind; slow heart
rate; improve sleep quality; help recharge the brain; lower stress
hormone levels; indirectly reduce risk of disease; and encourage slow,
deep breathing.
The expert landscaping was done by award-winning Uys & White
Landscape Architects. They drew inspiration from Italy’s
enchanting Lombardy Region. Protecting the thriving grounds
is a state-of-the-art security infrastructure consisting of the
following measures and features:
CCTV (CLOSE-CIRCUIT TELEVISION)

Also known as video surveillance: the TV system signals are not publicly
distributed but are monitored, primarily for surveillance and security purposes.

ACCESS CONTROL

With regards to visitor management, it is an efficient means of granting entry,
while maintaining a high level of security.

PATROLLING GUARDSMEN

The presence of visible security patrol services provides an additional layer
of security and reassurance that help put residents and visitors at ease.

COVERT INTRUDER DETECTION SYSTEM

This hidden sensor system generates an invisible radar detection field around
concealed sensor cables.

DURABLE A+ GREEN-RATED FENCING SOLUTION

It is the only one approved for Critical National Infrastructure (CNI) such
as airports.

SUPERIOR TAMPER-PROOF TENSILE MESHING

Beyond the passive pleasure of relaxing on one’s property, the outdoor
spaces welcome those wishing to be more active. Lovely birdlife and
abundant fauna attracted by the thriving flora do well to enhance the
tranquility for those who enjoy strolling, running and cycling in the estate.
Another plus of the peaceful atmosphere: One feels removed from the city.
Still, Pretoria amenities are easy to access. The inevitably relaxing lifestyle
seems to uplift and please the community. As do the luxury amenities on
offer. One is the 5-star hotel’s restaurant that consists of three intimate
dining rooms namely the Library, the Monza and the popular Cellar.
The other is the award-winning Soulstice Spa that forms part of the Spas
of Distinction collection. Here guests can expect the highest standards
when it comes to design excellence, spa innovation and luxury. The
perfect place to seek tranquility and promote quality of life.

EXPERIENCE AN INDEPENDENT LIFESTYLE AND UNRESTRAINED
INDULGENCE IN A CALM, PROTECTED ESTATE.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE GET IN TOUCH:
Claudette Oosthuysen: 072 156 6219
Juanita du Plessis: 082 322 3407
Lizette Leas: 082 929 3225
Developer: 087 725 5590
Email: info@lombardyestate.co.za

The same strong tamper-proof tensile meshing protecting some of South
Africa’s most precious assets is part of the estate’s security infrastructure.

Considering these measures and features, it is clear that safety is a vital
contributing factor to the success of this private residential estate. What is also
noteworthy is the consciously unobtrusive manner in which all these extensive
security measures have been incorporated, that is, without compromising the
natural serenity (beautiful grounds and waterways) and aesthetic style (fine
architecture ).
Feeling safe is an essential ingredient for a free-living lifestyle. Lombardy Estate &
Health Spa residents have access to this lifestyle and can step outside without a
care to soak up their surrounds enriched by waterways and lovely lakes.
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